
Rewrite each sentence replacing the underlined noun(s) with pronoun(s).

1) Mr. Kingston is a great orator.

2) Lily went to the library.

3) Kim and I enjoyed the party.

4) The boys had great fun at the water park.

5) The spider has eight legs.

6) Brenda likes to sing.

7) The horse galloped fast.

8) The statue is very huge.

9) Jane is helping Mark cross the road.

10) Timothy is a brave boy.
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A pronoun is a word that can be used instead of a noun.

Example : Rose is baking mu!ns.

She is baking mu!ns.
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Rewrite each sentence replacing the underlined noun(s) with pronoun(s).

1) Mr. Kingston is a great orator.

He is a great orator.

2) Lily went to the library.

She went to the library.

3) Kim and I enjoyed the party.

We enjoyed the party.

4) The boys had great fun at the water park.

They had great fun at the water park.

5) The spider has eight legs.

It has eight legs.

6) Brenda likes to sing.

She likes to sing.

7) The horse galloped fast.

It galloped fast.

8) The statue is very huge.

It is very huge.

9) Jane is helping Mark cross the road.

She is helping him cross the road.

10) Timothy is a brave boy.

He is a brave boy.
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Sheet 1Pronouns

A pronoun is a word that can be used instead of a noun.

Example : Rose is baking mu!ns.

She is baking mu!ns.
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